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ABSTRACT
Developing accurate solar performance models, which estimate
solar output based on a deployment’s unique physical characteris-
tics and weather, is increasingly important as the aggregate energy
generated from solar rises. Since manually developing “white box”
physical models based on site-speci�c information requires expert
knowledge and thus does not scale, recent research focuses on
“black box” approaches that use training data to automatically learn
a custom machine learning (ML) model. Unfortunately, this ap-
proach requires months-to-years of training data, and o�en does
not incorporate well-known physical models of solar generation,
which reduces its accuracy. To address the problem, we develop a
physical black-box modeling approach that leverages many of the
same fundamental properties as existing white-box models.

Rather than manually determining values for physical model
parameters, our approach automatically calibrates them by �nding
values that best �t the data. �is calibration requires much less
data (as few as 2 datapoints) than training a ML model, as the
physical model already embeds the complex relationship between
the input parameters and solar output. In developing our approach,
we isolate the e�ects of 10 di�erent weather metrics on solar output
from nearly 343million hourly weather and solar readings, or 78,435
aggregate years, gathered from 11,205 solar sites. We show that
our physical model accurately describes weather’s e�ect on solar
output at all sites, obviating the need for training customMLmodels
using weather metrics. Instead, we augment our physical model
by applying ML to learn only the relationships that are unique to
each site, speci�cally non-weather-based shading. We evaluate our
approach on solar and weather data from 100 sites, and show it
yields higher accuracy than current state-of-the-art ML approaches.
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1 INTRODUCTION
�e increasing impact of solar on the grid has motivated a strong
interest in developing custom performance models that estimate
a deployment’s solar output based on its unique location, phys-
ical characteristics, and weather conditions. Solar performance
models are useful for a variety of solar analytics, including solar
monitoring [25], forecasting [16, 41], “behind the meter” disag-
gregation [22, 30, 35], anonymous localization [23, 24], and fault
detection [14, 27, 28]. Recent research focuses on learning “black
box” models [21, 29], primarily in the context of forecasting [16, 41],
using machine learning (ML). Black-box ML approaches are a�rac-
tive because they require only historical solar and weather data for
training. Historical and current weather data are freely available
for nearly every location in the U.S. from the National Weather Ser-
vice (NWS) and many websites, such as Weather Underground [12].
�us, utilities and third-parties that remotely monitor tens of thou-
sands of solar deployments can directly use black-box techniques
to develop performance models at large scales without any detailed
site-speci�c information, which is o�en not available.

Interestingly, these black-box ML approaches are o�en “o� the
shelf” and do not leverage well-known physical models of solar
generation based on fundamental physical properties. Instead, prior
work on physical modeling generally takes a “white box” approach
that assumes detailed knowledge of a deployment, such as the
number and type of inverters and solar modules, as well as their
rated capacity, e�ciency, tilt, orientation, nominal operating cell
temperature, and wiring. To develop white-box physical models,
experts gather and translate this information into the parameters
the models require. �e PV Performance Modeling Collaborative
distills a series of ten white-box modeling steps [39] implemented
as part of the open source PVlib library [15]. Unfortunately, while
white-box approaches may yield high accuracy, gathering the nec-
essary information to construct these models at large scales for
millions of small-scale deployments is infeasible. �us, white-box
models are typically only developed for utility-scale solar farms.

While recent black-box ML approaches do not require such site-
speci�c information, they also have signi�cant drawbacks. In par-
ticular, they require months-to-years of training data to derive
accurate models [16, 29, 38], and thus are not immediately applica-
ble to new solar sites coming online, or those that have not archived
their historical data. In addition, “o� the shelf” ML approaches o�en
do not incorporate well-known physical models of solar generation
based on fundamental properties, which reduce their accuracy. To
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address the problem, we develop an approach to physical black-box
modeling that leverages many of the same fundamental properties
as existing white-box models. However, rather than derive physical
model parameters from a manual site inspection, our approach
calibrates them by �nding the values that best �t the data. Since the
physical model embeds detailed information about the relationship
between the input parameters and solar output, this calibration
typically requires less data than ML model training.

Our physical black-box model leverages well-known physical
models that describe how a solar array’s size, e�ciency, tilt, and
orientation a�ects its output. However, a signi�cant challenge is
that the precise physical relationship between each weather metric,
e.g., cloud cover, pressure, dew point, humidity, etc., reported by a
weather station and solar output is not well-known. �is is not an
issue for ML models, which can automatically learn any unknown
relationships from observed data. We address this challenge by
isolating the e�ects of 10 di�erent weather metrics on solar output
from nearly 343million hourly weather and solar readings, or 78,435
aggregate years, gathered from 11,205 solar sites.

Our analysis shows that only 2 weather metrics a�ect solar
generation—temperature and cloud cover—and that their e�ect is
universal and independent of time and location a�er normalizing for
a deployment’s physical characteristics. While temperature’s linear
e�ect on solar e�ciency is well-known, our analysis shows that
commonly-usedmodels for estimating a location’s global horizontal
irradiance (GHI) based on cloud cover are inaccurate [15, 31, 32].
We improve these existing cloud cover models in developing our
approach, which estimates a site’s solar output at any time based
on widely-available temperature and cloud cover readings. Unlike
prior ML approaches, which require months-to-years of data to
train accurate models, our model requires as few as 2 datapoints
to calibrate a speci�c solar site. �us, our approach immediately
enables highly accurate solar performance models anywhere.

We evaluate our physical black-box model using solar and
weather data from 100 sites, and show that it yields similar or
higher accuracy than current state-of-the-art ML approaches. We
also show that our model, which uses imprecise cloud cover mea-
surements, has be�er accuracy than a performance model using
GHI estimates derived from visible satellite imagery. Intuitively, our
approach demonstrates that the e�ect of weather and many physi-
cal site characteristics on solar output are universal and common
across all solar sites, and thus do not need to be “learned” separately
at each site using ML. Of course, there are unique aspects of each so-
lar site that do a�ect solar output, particularly non-weather-based
shading, e.g., from nearby buildings, trees, and mountains, which
our physical model does not capture.

�us, we augment our approach by applying ML to learn only
how much unique site-speci�c shading e�ects decrease the solar
output expected by our physical model. As we discuss, these site-
speci�c e�ects are largely a function of the Sun’s azimuth and
zenith angles. We show that our ML-enhanced physical black-box
model further improves accuracy, especially at sites and during
periods with signi�cant shading from obstructions. While prior ML
approaches may indirectly learn shading e�ects, e.g., by including
time as one of their input features, they con�ate them with other
e�ects, such as weather, which are accurately described by physical
models. In contrast, our approach distills the input features—the

Sun’s azimuth and zenith angle—that directly determine a site’s
unique shading e�ects on the solar output estimated by our physical
model. As a result, our ML-extended physical model yields much
higher accuracy than current state-of-the-art ML approaches across
all 100 sites in our evaluation.

2 BACKGROUND
A solar performance model is simple: given a site’s location and its
current weather conditions over some time interval τ as input, it
returns an estimate of average solar power generation as output
over τ . �e NWS and many websites publicly report current mea-
surements for numerous weather metrics, including cloud cover,
temperature, pressure, dew point, humidity, etc., at every location
in the U.S. every hour. Historical weather archives at every location
every hour are also available. Black-box approaches use only these
historical weather archives, a site’s location, and its solar genera-
tion data to derive a performance model. A variety of supervised
ML techniques, such as deep neural nets (DNNs) and support vector
machines (SVMs), are capable of learning a model from training
data that maps weather metrics to solar output. However, since
solar potential varies each day and over the year, this approach
requires learning a separate model for each time period, which sig-
ni�cantly increases the training data required to learn an accurate
model, as each sub-model requires distinct training data [38].

To reduce the size of the training data, ML-based modeling can
normalize the solar output based on time, such that it can use each
datapoint to learn a single model [29, 35]. For example, prior work
normalizes solar output by dividing the raw solar power output by
the solar capacity, de�ned as the system’s maximum generation
over some previous interval, e.g., a year, which it calls the solar
intensity [35]. In addition to weather metrics, the approach also
adds the time of each datapoint to the set of input features, along
with the time of sunrise and sunset. Including time as a feature
enables themodel to automatically learn the solar generation pro�le.
For example, a time closer to sunrise or sunset will have a lower
solar intensity, even in sunny clear sky conditions, compared to a
time closer to solar noon. �e approach then trains a model using a
SVMwith a Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel, which is common in
solar modeling, since it a�empts to �t a Gaussian curve to solar data
and solar pro�les appear similar to Gaussian curves [17, 35, 38].

2.1 Modeling Physical Characteristics
�e canonical ML approach above is completely data-driven and
does not incorporate any physical models of solar generation, other
than the insight that solar intensity varies over time under clear
skies similar to a Gaussian function. However, detailed physical
models exist that dictate solar potential under clear skies based
on a deployment’s location, time, size, e�ciency, module tilt, and
module orientation. For example, there are numerous clear sky
irradiance models with varying levels of complexity, which accu-
rately estimate the global horizontal irradiance (GHI), in Wa�s
per meter squared (W/m2), at any location on Earth at any time
under clear skies [33]. �ese models are implemented by many
open source libraries [1, 9, 15]. Of course, while the GHI represents
the maximum solar power available to a solar module to convert
to electricity, solar modules are not 100% e�cient. Instead, their
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e�ciency varies based on the type of module, e.g., poly- versus
mono-crystalline, their size and e�ciency, as well as their orienta-
tion and tilt. �e well-known equation below computes the power
Ps (t) a solar module generates at any time t based on its tilt (β) and
orientation (ϕ) relative to the Earth’s surface, and the Sun’s zenith
(Θ) and azimuth (α ) angles, which are a well-known function of
location and time [19]. Iincident is the solar irradiance incident on
the module, which under clear skies is determined by the clear sky
model above, while k is a module-speci�c parameter that combines
conversion e�ciency (as a percentage) and module size (in m2). A
similar expression exists for modules that track the sun.

Ps (t) = Iincident (t) ∗ k ∗ [cos(90 − Θ) ∗ sin(β) ∗ cos(ϕ − α)
+ sin(90 − Θ) ∗ cos(β)] (1)

White-box models can directly measure the module angles, size,
and e�ciency. While black-box models cannot directly measure
these values, given the relationships above, they can search for
these parameters via curve ��ing, as shown in prior work [22].
�is process sets the tilt and orientation to their ideal values (a tilt
equal to the location’s latitude and a south-facing orientation in
the northern hemisphere), and then conducts a binary search for
the k that both minimizes the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE)
with the observed data and represents a strict upper bound on the
data, as we know generation should never exceed the maximum
dictated by the clear sky GHI. As a result, the process is robust
to degraded solar output under cloudy skies, as long as there are
some datapoints under clear skies. A�er ��ing k , the process then
iterates by conducting a similar binary search for orientation and
then tilt, since changing any parameter value a�ects the others. �e
iterative search terminates when the new value for each parameter
does not signi�cantly change. Prior work shows that this search
results in highly accurate values for k and the orientation (ϕ) and
tilt (β) angles [22]. Note that, in the limit, accurately determining
these parameters requires only a single datapoint under clear skies,
as only one datapoint is necessary to determine the upper bound.

2.2 Modeling Weather E�ects
�emodel above accurately estimates a site’s maximum solar power
generation under clear skies by se�ing Iincident in Equation 1 equal
to the current clear sky GHI. However, numerous other factors,
particularly the weather, also a�ect Iincident and Ps (t). Physical
models also exist for important weather metrics, as described below.
Temperature E�ects. �e Nominal Operating Cell Temperature
(NOCT) model describes the e�ect of temperature on solar cell e�-
ciency [18]. Speci�cally, for every degree increase (or decrease) in
Tcell , module e�ciency drops (or rises) by roughly a constant per-
centage, which varies betweenmodules, but is∼0.5% per degree Cel-
sius. �us, to account for temperature we can re-calibrate the model
above by adjusting the parameter value k based on the temperature
at each datapoint using the equation below, where Tbaseline is the
temperature at the datapoint that is closest to the upper bound solar
curve that minimizes RMSE found in the search [22].

k ′(t) = k ∗ (1 + c ∗ (Tbaseline −Tair (t))) (2)

Note that, while e�ciency varies strictly based on cell tempera-
ture, the cell temperature’s relationship to the air temperature Tair

di�ers only by an additive constant, which cancels out when sub-
tracting two cell temperatures, enabling us to use ambient air tem-
peratures in the equation. �e baseline air temperature Tbaseline
that bounds the curve will represent the coldest point in the dataset
under a clear sky, since this is the most e�cient operating point that
maximizes the fraction of clear sky GHI converted to solar power.
Again, the process conducts a binary search for the value of c that
both minimizes the RMSE with the observed data, and is also a
strict upper bound. In the limit, determining an accurate value of c
requires only 2 datapoints under clear skies that exhibit a di�erence
in temperature. Prior work shows that estimating the model’s pa-
rameters using only 2 days of data yields a similar accuracy (under
clear skies) to estimating them using a year of data [22].
Cloud Cover E�ects. Using the temperature adjustment above,
the physical models can estimate a site’s maximum solar generation
under clear skies at a given air temperature. However, skies are
not always clear, such that the GHI at the Earth’s surface is much
less than the clear sky GHI. Cloud cover is the primary metric that
dictates the fraction of the clear sky GHI that reaches a solar module.
As above, there are well-known physical models that describe the
e�ect of cloud cover on clear sky GHI [11, 31, 32, 36]. For example,
PVlib implements both a linear cloud cover model, and the Liu-
Jordan model (1960) [32]. �e la�er is, in part, a function of the
Sun’s zenith angle. In contrast, the Kasten-Czeplak model (1980),
which is commonly-used in textbooks [11], is independent of the
solar angle, i.e., time and location. �e Kasten-Czeplak model is
below—it was originally derived empirically based on hourly cloud
cover observations and GHI measurements in Hamburg, Germany
over a 10 year period (1964-1973) [31].

Iincident /Iclearsky = (1 − 0.75n3.4) (3)

Here, Iincident represents the solar irradiance that reaches the
module, Iclearsky represents the GHI from the clear sky model,
and n represents the fraction of cloud cover (0.0-1.0). �is cloud
cover (or sky condition) is measured in oktas, which represents how
many eighths of the sky are covered in clouds, ranging from 0 oktas
(completely clear sky) to 8 oktas (completely overcast). �e cloud
cover reported by the NWS and other websites translates directly to
an okta range [13]. For example “Clear/Sunny” is <1 okta, “Mostly
Clear/Mostly Sunny” is 1-3 oktas, “Partly Cloudy/Partly Sunny” is
3-5 oktas, “Mostly Cloudy” is 5-7 oktas, and “Cloudy” is 8 oktas.
Okta measurements are typically taken using a circular sky mirror
divided into eight slices, such that when the mirror is placed on
the ground, the oktas are equivalent to the number of slices with a
cloud present [3]. �us, oktas are an imprecise measure of cloud
cover, which does not account for cloud type or thickness.

Equation 3 enables us to adjust the physical model above by
multiplying the solar output Ps (t) in our temperature-adjusted
model above by the fraction Iincident /Iclearsky . Note that, while
Equation 3 is in terms of solar irradiance and not solar power, the
ratio of observed solar power to the maximum solar generation
estimated by the model a�er the temperature adjustment (from
Equation 1) should be equivalent to Equation 3, since the e�ect
of the physical characteristics (k , tilt, and orientation) all cancel
out in the division, leaving only the ratio of the observed incident
irradiance (Iincident ) to the clear sky GHI (Iclearsky ). We show this
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Figure 1: Normalized solar output as a function of GHI from
a solar radiation sensor (top) and satellite imagery (bottom).

empirically in the next section. �us, multiplying the temperature-
adjusted Ps (t) by Iincident /Iclearsky yields a solar power estimate
for a site with a speci�c size, module e�ciency, tilt, and orientation
under cloudy skies at a speci�c location, time, and temperature.
Other Weather E�ects. �e NWS and other weather sites, such
as Weather Underground, report numerous other weather metrics,
including dew point, humidity, visibility, pressure, precipitation
intensity, precipitation probability, wind speed, and wind bearing.
While some work has examined the e�ect of a few of these metrics
on solar output [34, 37, 40], their e�ects are still not well understood
and there are no commonly-used white-box physical models for
them. Black-box ML approaches generally include these additional
weather metrics as input features in case they do a�ect solar output.
Summary. �e black-box model above is entirely based on well-
known physical solar models that incorporate the e�ect of module
size, e�ciency, location, time, temperature, cloud cover, tilt, and
orientation on solar output. �e model is black-box, since it can de-
termine the unique parameter values for each site, given its location,
with a small amount of data for calibration. Of course, black-box
ML models that are purely data-driven can potentially learn these
relationships, given enough training data from a site. However,
since these relationships are based on fundamental physical prop-
erties common across all solar sites, re-learning them at every site
is wasteful and unnecessary. Unfortunately, as we show in §6, the
black-box physical model we describe above is highly inaccurate and
performs signi�cantly worse than black-box ML models. �is inaccu-
racy derives from either the physical models above being inaccurate,
or from the e�ect of unmodeled physical parameters, such as the
unmodeled weather metrics or shading from surrounding build-
ings. In the next section, we conduct a large-scale data analysis to
determine the primary source of the inaccuracy by isolating the
e�ects of 10 di�erent weather metrics on solar output.
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Figure 2: Normalized solar output ratio across many solar
sites and hour-long time periods for 5 di�erent clusters, in-
dicated by the 5 colors, with the same weather.

3 LARGE-SCALE WEATHER DATA ANALYSIS
To isolate the e�ect of each weather metric on solar output, we
must normalize for the e�ects of all the other variables. We use
the models of physical characteristics from §2.1 to normalize for
the e�ect of module/array location, size, e�ciency, tilt, orientation,
and the time of the day and year. �is normalization divides the
raw solar power observation by the maximum solar generation
estimate under clear skies from our model, which, as we discuss in
§2.2, should be the same as ratio of the observed GHI to the clear
sky GHI, modulo any module shading or soiling e�ects. Figure 1
veri�es this by plo�ing our normalized solar output ratio (on the
y-axis) as a function of the GHI ratio (on the x-axis), which is also
called the clear sky index. Figure 1(top) uses a solar radiation sensor
deployed at a single unshaded solar site to determine the GHI ratio.
However, since most sites do not have an on-site solar radiation
sensor, Figure 1(bo�om) computes the GHI ratio using the Heliosat-
3 algorithm, which estimates it from visible satellite imagery [26].
Both �gures show that our normalized solar power ratio using the
physical model from §2.1, including the temperature e�ect, is close
to the GHI ratio, with a linear regression line close to y=x.

Importantly, our normalization makes the solar output from
many di�erent sites directly comparable. �us, our data analysis
normalizes hourly solar output data from nearly 343 million hourly
weather and solar readings, or 78,435 aggregate years, gathered
from 11,205 solar sites. We gathered this data from public sources,
including Pecan Street’s DataPort [6] and PVoutput [8]. We gath-
ered weather data from Weather Underground’s API [12], which
includes current and historical data from 180k weather stations in
the U.S. To isolate the e�ect of 10 weather metrics on solar output,
we examine clusters of datapoints where all 10 weather metrics have
nearly the same value. One reason we use so much solar data is
that �nding a statistically signi�cant number of hours where all 10
metrics are the same is di�cult at a single site (or even a few sites),
as the weather across these 10 metrics varies too much. Even in
our massive-scale dataset, identifying su�ciently large clusters is
challenging. As a result, our clusters only ensure that each of the
10 metrics is within a small range. We suspect this massive data
requirement is one reason a similar analysis has not been conducted
in prior work. In contrast, the Kasten-Czeplak cloud cover equation
was derived from 10 years of hourly data at only a single site [31].

Figure 2 plots the normalized solar output ratio on the y-axis for 5
example clusters, which each include 7500 hourly datapoints on the
x-axis. We use the multi-dimensional k-Means algorithm to identify
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Metric Visibility Pressure
(in)

Wind
Bearing

Dewpoint
(◦F)

Precipitation
Intensity(in)

Wind
Speed(mph)

Humidity
(%)

Precipitation
Probability(%)

Cloud
Cover(%)

Cluster 1 9.69 1216.51 189.25 44.83 0.008 7.81 48.15 33.13 94.79
Cluster 2 11.53 1211.06 203.90 43.31 0.019 9.05 48.36 31.21 77.86
Cluster 3 11.77 998.10 179.07 41.69 0.022 8.41 58.39 35.03 40.97
Cluster 4 9.58 1103.03 169.33 55.01 0.017 6.11 38.60 29.18 21.85
Cluster 5 11.47 1198.61 180.03 49.84 0.011 8.32 35.71 38.19 1.83

Table 1: �e centroid for each of the 5 clusters of weather metrics.
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Figure 3: �e isolated e�ect of 8 unmodeled weather metrics on the normalized solar output ratio for our 5 clusters.

these clusters, such that we de�ne a threshold for the distance to
each cluster’s centroid to control the number of datapoints. For
each cluster, we select the minimum distance threshold necessary
to ensure 7500 datapoints. Table 1 shows the weather metric value
at the centroid of each cluster. Note that these hourly datapoints
are from di�erent times from numerous solar sites with di�erent
locations and physical characteristics: the only commonality is the
value of the 10 weather metrics within each cluster. We explicitly
selected these illustrative clusters to yield di�erent ratios on the
y-axis. Importantly, since each cluster has the same normalized
output ratio across all hour-long time periods, Figure 2 shows that
the same weather conditions have the same percentage e�ect on
the normalized solar output ratio at any site, regardless of the
time, a site’s location, or its other physical characteristics. �at is,
weather’s e�ect is universal across all solar sites in these clusters.

We can isolate the e�ect of any single weather metric in our 5
example clusters by removing it from the cluster, and including all
datapoints where the other 9 metrics are within the cluster, but
the removed metric can take on any value. Doing so, empirically
demonstrates the e�ect of only that single weather metric on the
normalized solar output ratio (modulo any shading or soiling e�ects)
across our massive dataset. Note that we have already applied the
temperature adjustment to all these ratios based on each site’s
temperature coe�cient using the physical model from §2.2. We
empirically validated the linear NOCT physical model that describes
the temperature e�ect using our data, but omit the graph due to
space constraints. Figure 3 shows the results that isolate the e�ect
of the 8 other weather metrics without physical models. �e graphs
show these weather metrics have no signi�cant e�ect on solar
output, as the normalized solar output ratio remains the same
regardless of the metric’s value, whether extremely high or low.
�at is, the lines are horizontal with a value equal to that from

Figure 2. �us, these metrics are not useful in estimating solar
performance, and need not be included when training ML models.

In some cases, our data analysis seems counter-intuitive. For
example, our analysis shows that visibility has no signi�cant impact
on solar generation a�er normalizing for cloud cover. In addition,
our weather data shows there are periods where both visibility
and cloud cover are low (i.e., no clouds but low visibility), and
visibility and cloud cover are high (many clouds, but high visibility).
Since our work focuses on large-scale empirical data analysis, we
have not observed the physical properties that would yield such
datapoints, and leave an examination of them to future research.

Unlike the other weather metrics, Figure 4(top) isolates cloud
cover, which demonstrates a clear non-linear relationship with the
normalized solar output ratio. At �rst glance, the relationship ap-
pears similar to the Karston-Czeplak model from §2.2. However,
Figure 4(bo�om) plots the normalized temperature-adjusted solar
output ratio as a function of cloud cover for a larger random sam-
pling of our entire dataset (and not just from the 5 clusters), as
the entire dataset is too large to �t on a graph. �e graph shows
that, while imprecise, the datapoints follow the same trend as in
Figure 4(top). �e imprecision is not surprising, given the impre-
cision inherent to oktas. In addition, module shading and soiling,
which can cause the ratio to be lower than expected based solely
on weather, also contributes to the imprecision. We also graph the
Kasten-Czeplak equation [31], as well as PVlib’s models in their
default con�guration. In this case, for the Liu-Jordan model, we set
the zenith angle to 45◦, as our data normalizes for the zenith angle.

Similar to the linear model, the Liu-Jordan model is linear for
any given zenith angle. As a result, both of PVlib’s models are poor
�ts for the normalized data. �e Kasten-Czeplak model is a be�er
�t, but becomes increasingly imprecise as the cloud cover increases,
with errors greater than 2× for cloud covers above 90%. �us, we
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Figure 4: Isolated e�ect of cloud cover on normalized solar
output ratio for 5 clusters (top). Normalized solar output ver-
sus cloud cover for a larger random sample of clusters, along
with existing models and our new empirical one (bottom).

improve on Kasten-Czeplak by keeping the same model form, but
�nding parameters that provide a tight upper bound on the bulk
of the datapoints. We assume the high outlier values are incorrect
okta measurements, and use k-Means clustering to �lter them out.
As before, we �t the tightest upper bound that minimizes the RMSE
with the data, which automatically �lters out low values due to
shading, soiling, or imprecise okta measurements. Our corrected
empirical cloud cover equation is below and in Figure 4.

Iincident /Iclearsky = (0.985 − 0.984n3.4) (4)

4 INTEGRATING ML-BASED MODELING
�e previous section i) demonstrates that weather’s e�ect on a
site’s normalized solar output ratio is universal across solar sites,
ii) shows that the only weather metrics that a�ect solar output are
temperature and cloud cover, and iii) derives a new physical model
to account for cloud cover’s e�ect. �e other physical models in §2
are also universal across solar sites, and account for module/array
size, location, time, e�ciency, tilt, and orientation. Since these mod-
els are universal, there is no need to separately learn them at each
site using ML. However, ML is potentially useful for learning the
e�ect of other unmodeled parameters that are unique to each site.
One important unmodeled parameter is shade from surrounding
buildings and trees. �us, we enhance our physical model using
ML to learn each site’s unique shading e�ects from training data.

Since shading e�ects are a direct function of the position of the
Sun in the sky—its azimuth and zenith angle—we use these angles
as input features for our ML model. For the dependent output
variable, we use the observed solar output divided by the solar

output estimated by our physical model. �us, with no e�ects
from unmodeled parameters, the output variable should be 1, while
with signi�cant e�ects, the output variable should be <1. Note
that the Sun’s azimuth and zenith angles are a function of time at
a given location, and many prior ML models include time as an
input feature, enabling them to indirectly learn such shading e�ects.
However, directly using solar angles as features makes all points
comparable and eliminates the need for approximations, which
enables a more accurate model.

5 IMPLEMENTATION
We implement our solar performance model using a mixture of
python and C++. To build the model, we require a site’s latitude and
longitude, as well as some time-stamped solar generation data as
input. We use the location to fetch historical hourly measurements
of temperature and cloud cover at the time of solar generation from
Weather Underground’s API [12]. Once built, the model estimates
solar output at any time t based on the weather at t . Our implemen-
tation requires a clear sky GHI model for calibration. We implement
a clear sky GHI model from �rst principles using an open source
C++ implementation of the PSA algorithm, which computes the
Sun’s azimuth and zenith angles to within 0.0083◦.

Prior work describes how to compute the clear sky GHI given
the solar angles, which are a function of location and time [7, 22].
We use the scikit-learn ML library in python to train our ML model
based on solar angles, as well as the ML models we compare against
in our evaluation [10]. Our approach in §4 is compatible with
any ML modeling technique, such as SVMs or DNNs. Our current
implementation uses SVM-RBF, similar to prior work on solar mod-
eling [17, 35, 38]. We also use NumPy [4] and Pandas [5] libraries
for weather and energy data processing. Our model implementation
and data are available at the UMass Trace Repository.1

We compare our approach with multiple existing state-of-the-art
approaches to black-box solar performance modeling.
Pure Physical. We implement a pure physical approach using the
physical models in §2 including the Kasten-Czeplak cloud cover
model. Note that we did not implement either PVlib cloud cover
models, since they would result in signi�cantly worse accuracy
than Kasten-Czeplak based on our analysis in Figure 4.
Pure ML. We also implement the pure ML approach described
at the beginning of §2 and in prior work [35], which uses all 10
weather metrics and each day’s sunset and sunrise times as input
features for training, and solar intensity as its output variable. Recall
that solar intensity is raw solar output divided by a site’s absolute
solar capacity. �e approach uses a SVM with a RBF kernel, and,
importantly, leverages no physical models in its training.
Hybrid ML. We also implement a hybrid ML approach from prior
work [21], which is similar to the pure ML approach above, but,
instead of solar intensity, uses a normalized solar output ratio simi-
lar to that described at the beginning of §3 for its output variable.
However, the model adjusts this ratio using the NOCT temperature
and Kasten-Czeplak cloud cover models before training, and thus
removes them as input features. As a result, the approach uses stan-
dard physical models to account for cloud cover and temperature
e�ects, and then uses ML to learn the e�ect of other features.

1h�p://traces.cs.umass.edu

http://traces.cs.umass.edu
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(a) Site #1 (b) Site #2 (c) Site #3 (d) Site #4 (e) Site #5 (f) Site #6

Figure 5: Satellite images (top) and Google Sunroof images (bottom) depicting 6 illustrative solar sites and their shading level.
�e site-speci�c shading level increases from le� (a), with 0% shade, to right (f), with 60% shade.

Satellite Imagery. We implement amodel that uses visible satellite
imagery to estimate solar output instead of weather data. Geosta-
tionary satellites provide visible images of cloud cover every 15
minutes for nearly the entire world. �e Heliosat algorithm [26]
uses these images to estimate the e�ect of cloud cover on ground-
level GHI. To estimate solar output, our satellite model uses the
physical model from §2 to estimate a site’s maximum solar output
(including the temperature adjustment), and then multiplies this
value by the GHI ratio from the satellite imagery. �e GHI ratio is
the ground-level GHI derived from the satellite imagery divided by
the clear sky GHI derived from a clear sky model.
Empirical. Since we derive our physical model empirically, we
label it as empirical. �is model is equivalent to the pure physical
model above, but instead uses our improved cloud cover equation.
Empirical ML. We evaluate our empirical model a�er enhancing
it with ML, as described in §4, which we label as empirical ML.

We train all ML-based performance models on 5 years of solar
data for each site using 20-fold cross-validation with a 70-30% split
of training data to test data. For a fair comparison of accuracy, we
calibrate the model of maximum solar output for the pure physical,
satellite, and our empirical physical model using the same training
data. We quantify model accuracy using the Mean Absolute Per-
centage Error (MAPE) between the ground truth solar power (S(t))
and the solar energy estimated by each model (Ps (t)) at each time t
in our test set, which spans 13,140 hours for each solar site.

MAPE =
100
n

n∑
t=0
|
S(t) − Ps (t)

S(t)
| (5)

Lower MAPEs have higher accuracy with 0% being a perfect
model. We only evaluate MAPE between sunrise and sunset. Note
that MAPE is a conservative metric as small absolute errors can
lead to large percentage errors at the beginning and end of each
day, when solar output is low. To mitigate this e�ect, we also report
MAPEs during the middle of each day (10am - 3pm).

6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We evaluate and compare the accuracy of our solar performance
model with the other models described in §5 on data from 100 so-
lar sites at di�erent locations with widely di�erent physical and
shading characteristics. We randomly select these 100 solar sites

from 11,205 solar sites. Of course, the accuracy of the models varies
across these sites. To be�er understand the a�ributes that a�ect
model accuracy, we �rst examine in-depth the 6 homes pictured in
Figure 5. �is �gure shows both a photograph from a satellite and
from Google’s Project Sunroof [2], which leverages LIDAR data to
estimate a site’s solar potential based on the roof tilt, orientation,
and surrounding shading. Brighter colors indicate more solar po-
tential. As the �gure shows, some sites, such as (a), have li�le shade
and are ideally positioned for solar generation, while other sites,
such as (f), have non-ideal orientations and signi�cant shading. We
order the solar sites le� to right from least shaded to most shaded.

Figure 6 then shows the accuracy in MAPE for all the perfor-
mance models for each of these 6 solar sites. We order the perfor-
mance models le� to right from least accurate to most accurate. �e
top graph shows the MAPE over the entire day, while the middle
graph shows theMAPE over just the middle of the day (10am - 3pm),
where shading has the least e�ect, and the bo�om graph shows
the MAPE over just the beginning and end of each day (Sunrise -
10am and 3pm - Sunset), where shading has the most e�ect. All the
graphs show the impact of the inaccurate Kasten-Czeplak cloud
cover model (Equation 3) on the pure physical performance model,
as it has by far the highest MAPE across all sites.

Surprisingly, the satellite-based performance model is the next
least accurate across all sites and time periods. �is likely demon-
strates the limitations of using visible satellite imagery to estimate
ground-level GHI. �ese limitations were also evident in the in-
accuracy of Figure 1(bo�om). Ultimately, visible satellite imagery
can only detect the re�ectivity of the tops of clouds, and cannot
asses their thickness and the amount of solar radiation that ulti-
mately reaches the ground. �e pure ML and hybrid ML models
are more accurate than the satellite-based model even though they
use coarse measurements of cloud cover using oktas. However,
while coarse, in contrast to satellite imagery, these measurements
are taken at ground level near the solar site. For all sites and time
periods, the hybrid ML model has a slightly higher accuracy than
the pure ML model, likely because it uses feature engineering based
on the physical models in §2 before training its ML model. Both
the pure ML and hybrid ML models have decreased accuracy at the
beginning and end of each day, where shading exhibits a greater
e�ect, compared to the middle of the day. �is indicates that both
ML models have issues learning shading. �e pure physical and
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Figure 6: MAPE for 6 di�erent black-box solar performance modeling techniques for the 6 solar sites in Figure 5.

satellite models have similar issues, as they also exhibit a lower
accuracy at the beginning and end of each day.

Our empirical physical model, which is the same as the pure
physical model but with an improved cloud cover equation, sub-
stantially increases the accuracy of the pure physical model. In all
cases, our empirical model is also more accurate than the satellite
model (even though it uses imprecise okta measurements for cloud
cover) and the pure ML model (even though it does not incorporate
shading e�ects). In contrast, the hybrid ML model is slightly more
accurate than our empirical physical model over a full day, likely
because the hybrid ML incorporates some physical models and
indirectly accounts for shading e�ects during its training. However,
over mid-day, where shading e�ects are minimal, our empirical
physical model, which requires much less data for calibration, has
equal or be�er accuracy across all sites. Further, our enhanced
empirical ML physical model, which uses ML to account for unique
site-speci�c shading e�ects, substantially improves the empirical
physical model’s accuracy. �is improvement in accuracy increases
as the site-speci�c shading e�ects increase from le� to right, such
that our empirical ML model reduces MAPE by ∼2× for the most
shaded site #6. Not surprisingly, the accuracy of our empirical
ML model is similar to that of our empirical model over mid-day,
where shading e�ects are minimal, but is signi�cantly be�er at the
beginning and end of each day, especially as site shading increases.

�e only di�erence between the pure physical model and our
empirical physical model is the cloud cover equation. To illustrate,
Figure 7 shows a breakdown of accuracy based on the percentage
of cloud cover for site #3. �e pure physical model’s accuracy be-
comes steadily worse as the cloud cover increases, due to increasing
inaccuracy in the Kasten-Czeplak model, while our empirical model
accuracy is consistent. �e �gure also shows how the empirical ML
model improves upon the empirical model. Under minimal cloud
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Figure 7: MAPE for mid-day solar generation during di�er-
ent weather conditions for solar site #3 from Figure 8.

cover, all the models exhibit similar accuracy (∼15%). We suspect
that some of the inaccuracy derives from okta and satellite measure-
ment error and not model error, as indicated in Figure 1(bo�om) and
Figure 4(bo�om), respectively. Imprecise measurements ultimately
bound the accuracy of solar performance modeling.

Finally, Figure 8 shows results for all of the models across 100
roo�op solar deployments at di�erent locations with various cli-
mates and shading levels. From top to bo�om, the graphs show the
pure physical, satellite, pure ML, hybrid ML, empirical, and empiri-
cal ML models described earlier. Note that the y-axis range is [0-80]
with a do�ed line at 20 as visual reference point for comparison.
Since space constraints prevent us from including pictures of all 100
sites, we manually divide the deployments into di�erent general
shading levels and group them together. Within each shading level,
we order sites based on their average cloud cover, such that less
cloudier sites within a group have a lower ID (and are on the le�).
In general, our results from 100 sites echo our results from 6 sites.
Interestingly, in all models except for empirical ML, the average
accuracy slightly decreases as the shade increases. In contrast, the
accuracy of the empirical ML model is more consistent across all
shade levels, and even slightly be�er for sites with higher levels
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Figure 8: MAPE of 6 solar performance models across 100 solar sites over 1.5 years. Sites are grouped by their shade level.

of shade. Overall, across all 100 sites, the average MAPE of our
empirical ML model was 20.7%, or 18% and 49% be�er than the
average MAPE of the state-of-the-art hybrid ML model (25.3%) and
the satellite model (40.6%), respectively.

7 APPLICATIONS AND RELATEDWORK
Our approach combines the best aspects of white-box modeling
with black-box modeling. We compare with numerous other black-
box ML approaches in §6. We plan to compare our approach with
PVlib’s white-box modeling as part of future work [15]. However,
comparing with PVlib is time consuming, and likely not feasible
at large scales, since it requires deep infrastructure-level access to
construct a white-box model of each solar site. Solar performance
modeling is also a foundation for many solar analytics.

Solar Monitoring. Our solar performance model enables indirect
solar monitoring if the sensors directly monitoring power genera-
tion fail, by simply replacing the sensor data with the model output.
We can also easily adapt our performance model to enable us to
infer a site’s solar output from other nearby sites if weather data
is not available, as in prior work [25]. In this case, we can simply
multiply the normalized solar output ratio from a nearby site by
our model’s estimate of a site’s maximum power generation.
Solar Forecasting. Our solar performance model also enables
solar forecasting by providing as input a future time, and forecast
for temperature and cloud cover at that time. Recent research
focuses on black-box ML approaches to solar forecasting similar to
ours [20, 29, 38]. �ese techniques are generally o�-the-shelf, do
not incorporate physical models, and require months-to-years of

David Irwin
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training data to learn accurate models. As future work, we plan
to apply our performance model to solar forecasting, compare its
accuracy with existing black-box ML approaches, and quantify the
weather forecast, modeling, and measurement error.
Solar Fault Detection. Our solar performance model enables
anomaly and fault detection if its accuracy deviates from its ex-
pected accuracy. In addition, a recent approach uses a sophisticated
black-box ML algorithm for detecting anomalies by analyzing and
comparing with the solar output of nearby sites [28]. Our solar
performance model enables a similar function by simply comparing
the normalized solar output ratios of nearby sites a�er adjusting
for shading e�ects. Since these ratios should be equal across sites
experiencing the same weather, any divergence signals an anomaly.
Solar Disaggregation. Prior work on solar disaggregation, which
separates solar generation from energy consumption in combined
net meter data, implicitly leverages the insight that the e�ect of
weather on solar generation is universal [22, 35]. �at is, these
approaches learn black-box ML models that infer solar output on
labeled data from one set of solar sites for training, and then assume
they can use these models to accurately infer solar output at other
sites, where raw solar data is not available. To disaggregate, these
approaches simply subtract the inferred solar output from the net
meter data to infer energy consumption. �is paper empirically
veri�es this assumed universal weather e�ect across data from
tens of thousands of solar sites, demonstrates that temperature and
cloud cover are the only weather metrics that a�ect solar output,
and derives an improved equation between cloud cover and GHI.

8 CONCLUSION
�is paper develops a physical black-box solar performance model,
which requires minimal data for calibration, based on fundamental
properties of solar generation. In particular, we leverage a large-
scale data analysis across tens of thousands of years of solar and
weather data in aggregate to i) demonstrate that weather’s e�ect
on a site’s normalized solar output ratio is universal across all solar
sites, ii) show that the only weather metrics that a�ect solar output
are temperature and cloud cover, and iii) derive a new physical
model to quantify cloud cover’s e�ect on solar generation. We
show that our physical black-box model yields similar accuracy
as state-of-the-art black-box ML approaches. We then enhance
our physical model with a ML model that learns each site’s unique
shading e�ects. We show that our enhanced model has signi�cantly
be�er accuracy than state-of-the-art ML models, as well as a model
based on GHI estimates from visible satellite imagery.
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1534080, CNS-1645952, CNS-1405826, CNS-1253063, CNS-1505422,
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